General Notes for MLA 8th Edition Citations

Here are some fundamental guidelines that apply to all MLA citations in a Works-Cited list:

All entries must be double-spaced and use a hanging indent.

Two authors: Key, Keegan-Michael and Jordan Peele.
Three or more authors: Ochoa, Ellen, et al.  ["et al." is Latin for "and others"]

DOI (Digital Object Identifiers): use whenever available and instead of URLs/permalinks.
URLs/Permalinks: remove any http:// or https:// that may appear in front of a web address.

This guide includes the core elements outlined the 8th Edition of the MLA Handbook. Consult with your instructor to see if any optional elements are required for your work.

BOOKS

Single Author


Chapter in an online book:


link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-94-6091-752-3_3.

Corporation/Organizational Author (no personal author)


Editor as Author

Online Encyclopedia Article

ARTICLES

Magazine Article in Print

Newspaper Article Online

Journal Article with a DOI from a Library Database
Journal Article w/ 3 Authors (no DOI, use Permalink) from a Library Database


MEDIA

DVD


Online Video

Dula, Chris S. Study Skills, Time Management & Test-Taking Strategies for College Students. East Tennessee State University, 2014. youtu.be/pInmBkwz7KY.

Audio CD


MP3 File

WEB PAGES

Webpage, Individual Author

Webpage, Corporation/Organizational Author (no personal author)

OTHER

Class Handout

PowerPoint Presentation
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